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2020 Hindsight…From Checo Yancy, LA CURE Pres.
To our members and supporters, thanks for your patience with LA CURE! First, I am not a writer …these are just some thoughts.
We have often heard the old saying that “hindsight is 20/20,” well, who could have predicted the vision of this 2020, the year of
COVID-19?
I am threading very lightly here, but I have to say, if it had not been for God and (some would say their Higher Power) where would
we be? When we look at a world that has been turned upside down, it is simply hard to reflect on those that we love and care
about…those who are incarcerated and their struggle to survive and stay safe with absolutely no way to social distance. Before
anyone thinks that I am not concern about others, such as our family members, our co-workers, and those that are essential
workers, especially those in the nursing homes and hospitals, I am speaking for mankind period.
The definition of hindsight is the perception of the nature of an event after it has happened. In other words, understanding of a
situation or event only after it has happened or developed “with hindsight, I should never have gone.” If only we had known, I
think we would have given up hanging out in big crowds at the end of 2019…we were just celebrating (smile)! Maybe we would
have foregone the New Year’s Eve parties, the Superbowl, and of course Mardi Gras of 2020, because in hindsight, we would have
been able to see what was coming, this is just a thought.
Thanks to leadership of our Governor, who had to make some bold calls, that some of us didn’t really like, “how dare someone tell
me to quarantine and wear a mask too…especially when we had a person in DC saying, “it’s all a hoax, it will blow over in a few
months!” It has been well over 10 months now and over 330K have died, many have loss jobs, thousands are still in the hospital
and even more are in the food bank lines! We are talking about people who were part of the workforce in America. “In hindsight,
what if the other guy would have become Governor and what if the lady had become President?”
I have an incredibly good friend who recently said that he could not wait to get 2020 out of here!
Now we have a lot of hope for 2021 with new leadership in DC, someone who is not a tweeter, but someone who have been battle
tested and someone who seems to know how to roll up their sleeves and take the bull by the horns! Will it be perfect? Heck no!
But I believe we will now have a fighting chance to right the ship for 2021. That just maybe this time next year. Maybe we can at
least celebrate the Birth of Jesus and be able to say Merry Christmas in person! Just maybe we’ll be able to visit those that we care
about in nursing homes and hospitals, and just maybe some of our love ones could be home from prison. I would say, that’s
hindsight 2020…did you get it? Then we heard, “I can’t Breathe.”
Happy Holidays and praying that 2021 give us what 2020 could not give us real Hope!! Remember, Louisiana CURE is working on
the issues that affect you and your families and Abolishing Life Without Parole, will always be on the forefront of our radar.
A Little Note: Every Vote counts people are winning by 1 vote, it happen right here in Tangipahoa Parish, the village police chief
was elected by just one (1) vote. So next time there is an election, Be Responsible and exercise your Right, Vote, voting is a
Responsibility not just a Right! Remember, “Vote like your Democracy depends it, because it does.”

My First Election Experience approved by Kelly Garrett, Vice Pres. LA Cure
The 2020 election was the first election that I was able to legally vote in. My mother and I
opted to do early voting; the lines were longer than I anticipated. Even though the long lines
were an inconvenience, it was inspiring to see so many people get out to the polls and vote.

Kelly Garrett and daughter Jordan

With COVID-19 still running rampant, we had to wear masks throughout the whole process. I
am used to wearing a mask for long periods of time, so this didn’t really bother me. For some
people in line, however, the masks were a huge inconvenience.

Nothing too interesting happened, but afterwards I remember feeling a strong sense of pride knowing that I voted for the best
candidate for the country. This election was important to me just because I have been feeling like this country has been derailed by
our last President, and for me to be able to be a part of making history by voting for the first woman of color to be Vice President,
it was really special to me.
Jordan
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CONTACT THEM! - Jay Jackson Louisiana CURE Secretary
A few weeks ago, I read an article in the Baton Rouge ADVOCATE telling the story about a
majority of Republican Representatives signing a petition to strip the Governor’s authority
concerning state restrictions related to the COVID-19 virus.
The Republican
Representatives did not feel that the Governor should have sole authority to restrict
activities.
I personally felt like Governor John Bel Edwards was already consulting with the top state
experts and was making well informed decisions based on public health information he
was receiving, and I was okay with that.
Much to my chagrin, I happened to notice that MY REPRESENTATIVE, Scott McKnight,
voted with his fellow Republican cohorts, so I impulsively decided to send him an email
right away to let him know how I felt!
In my letter, I expressed my opinions on why I disagreed with him joining the other
Republican Representatives (using a polite, but very direct tone, of course). I challenged
him to be more independent and separate himself from the “good ole boys club”! In
closing, I included all of my contact information…name, address, cellphone number and
email address…and I even invited him to contact me, if he chose. A long shot…right!
Much to my surprise, I received a phone call from Representative McKnight the very next
day! He asked if I had time to talk about my email. We talked for approximately 20
minutes! I explained my reasons for sending the email and he explained his reasons for
going along with his fellow Republican Representatives – and why he signed the petition.
We did not HAVE TO agree, but we respected each other’s reasons.
While he was on the phone, we were able to talk about other topics dealing with the
state legislature. I let him know that I was aware that he was a member of the House
Criminal Justice Committee. I told him that during the last session, I had circled 14
criminal justice bills that I was extremely concerned about…bills that were going before
his committee. I congratulated him on voting “my way” on ALL 14 bills I was following!
He was surprised and pleased to find out that I was taking that such an active part in the
process. He expressed that he wished more people would be that interested!
We discovered in our phone conversation that we do have a lot of common ground to talk
about. He suggested that one day, in the near future, we find an opportunity to meet
person-to-person (after the pandemic, of course).
I even thought, while I was on the phone, to ask him if he would be interested in being a
guest at one of our CURE meetings…which he graciously accepted! He recommended
that we wait until after the holidays.
So, what is my story?
As easy as it was for me to send my representative an impulsive email, I feel like I found a
representative who is interested in hearing what I have to say. We do not always have to
agree, but someone representing me cares enough to listen to what I have to say…and
that is the way the process is supposed to work!
I want to thank Representative Scott McKnight (R-District 68) for his time and concern.
We may have more legislators like Representative McKnight, but if we don’t’ reach out
and contact them…we will never know!
Contact your legislators TODAY!
Remember, the ongoing eTc Campaign (Equitable Telephone Charges) is working to
improve and cut the high cost of the prison telephone systems. You can help by letting
your Public Service Commissioner or local legislator know how unfair it is for you to
have pay such high costs to talk with your loved one.
CURE is a membership organization of families of prisoners, prisoners, former prisoners
and other concerned citizens. CURE’s two goals are to use prisons only for those who
need to be in them and for those who need to be in them, to provide them all the
rehabilitative opportunities they need to turn their lives around.
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Justice and Accountability Center of Louisiana
4035 Washington Avenue, Suite 203
New Orleans, Louisiana 70125
w: 504-322-4050 ext. 203
www.JACLouisiana.org
Resolving Attachments While Incarcerated - Shametria Gonzales, Community Organizer
Here at the Justice and Accountability Center of Louisiana we tackle deficiencies in the post-conviction phase of the criminal justice
system while creating a supportive collaborative space for attorneys and advocates. We do not represent incarcerated individuals
but we can help them once they are released if they need assistance by coming to a reentry legal clinic, or participating in one of
our events that we host periodically based on the need and funding regarding reentry legal issues.
We know that detainers and attachments on a person’s record can sometimes prevent you from being released as early as possible
or require that you be transferred to a local jail to be processed before being released from custody. You can usually handle these
matters while you are incarcerated and prevent any extra transfers or time incarcerated. This note is intended to provide general
information and steps, so keep this in mind as local courts or law enforcement may have specific rules for you to follow.
Attachments or detainers can be issued by courts when you miss a court date for anything from payment hearings to traffic and
municipal matters all the way to criminal cases. Because a prosecutor can review a case for a period of time before putting it on a
court docket, it is possible that in some cases, a new case may have been opened, or still be open from before your period of
incarceration began. Ask yourself:
 Was I arrested or did I receive a summons for a different case that was never resolved before I was incarcerated? OR Did I
miss any
court dates on cases, traffic tickets, or assigned payment dates for cases or tickets that were open before I was
incarcerated?
If the answer is “Yes” or “Maybe” then you, or a trusted friend or family member, should check with the court wherever the case or
tickets might have been heard. The law changed in 2015, and now it is up to YOU to alert the court if you have been incarcerated
and miss a court date. The easiest way to do this is to send a letter to the court with the following information: (1) your name, (2)
date of birth, (3) case number (the case you’re writing this letter about), (4) name of the facility where you are currently
incarcerated, (5) the facility address where you receive mail, (6) your DOC # or SID #, (7) the date you were incarcerated, and (8)
the length of your sentence and/or your anticipated release date. Your letter should ask that ALL attachments and detainers be
lifted by the court. You should tell the court to request your presence from the facility for any future court dates, or schedule court
appearances after your expected release. The court can then confirm your location and make arrangements to bring you to court,
make a virtual appearance, or send you information on future court dates. If you have funds available, you should also send a copy
of this letter to the prosecutor’s or district attorney’s office for the case.
Additionally, if your case is for a traffic ticket or driving offense that is NOT driving on a suspended license, or if you previously pled
guilty before you were incarcerated and were assigned payments, you can ask the court to give you “Credit for Time Served.” This
will mean your current incarceration will be used in place of any fines and court costs. If you ask for this you will need to follow up
with the court to see if this request was granted and your case properly closed. If you are given “Credit for Time Served” you
should not owe any other money on these cases. We DO NOT recommend you do this for any municipal or state misdemeanors as
these are new criminal charges. You should talk to an attorney, public defender, or inmate counsel if you have open criminal
matters.

A Look into COVID-19 and Mass Incarceration
"The US incarcerates more of its citizens—and a higher proportion of its citizens—than any other country," says Chris
Beyrer, the Desmond M. Tutu Professor of Public Health and Human Rights at the @Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of
Public Health.
A new report claims mass incarceration led to over a half of a million new COVID-19 cases nationwide...That's hardly
surprising when one in every five state and federal incarcerated individuals in the United States has tested positive for the
coronavirus...Pew reports data from communities across the country reveals that one in five jailed adults has a serious
mental illness.

Pending in the United State Supreme Court:
12/02/20 Edwards v. Vannoy SCOTUS Oral Argument Transcript U.S. Supreme Court considering whether ban
on split jury verdicts should be retroactive.
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Renew Your Membership!

Let’s Keep the Ball Rolling

Please fill in and mail this application to:

Louisiana CURE, P.O. Box 181
Baton Rouge, LA 70821

Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Phone:

Fax:

E-mail:
_______Prisoner $2.50______Basic $10.00______Family $20.00
(6 Stamps acceptable)
_________Other

New Member

Renewal

If your address is changed, you must let us know, all returned newsletters will not be re-mailed, postage is too high, we will delete you from
our mailing list.

CURE is a 501(c) 3 Organization

